
! ! !   TECHNICAL NOTES
! ! ! ! ! ! Procedure For Testing Track Insulation
! ! ! ! !         With the Models 324 & 344 Short Finders  
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !       (10/30/15) 
General

These Technical Notes address the testing of track insulation by two products, the original 
Short Finder, the Model 324, and the follow-on product Model 344.  Because the capabilities of 
these two products are singularly different, they are treated separately in each of the 
application sections that follow where that difference prevails.  Skip the sections labeled for the   
model Short Finder you do not have.

Aside from locating shorts in track, line and cable circuits, the most common application of 
both Short Finders is track insulation testing.  This is easily and effectively done, provided that 
you adhere to the following instructions. 
 
The first thing to keep in mind is that readings produced by the 324 Short Finder are not ohms, 
volts or amps.  From a practical standpoint they can be equated to AC current, but using the 
chart below, the readings can be equated to actual on-track resistance values.  For your 
knowledge, the Short Finder is a very sensitive device, capable of differentiating between Zero 
ohms and 0.05 ohms.  

Note, however, that the 344 Short Finder displays both a “Short Finder” reading, as a bar 
graph with numerical value, and an ohms reading each time it is connected to the track.  You 
may find it more helpful to use the ohms value and not the “Short Finder” value once you have 
determined the ohms value of key items and conditions.  Further, keep in mind that Short 
Finder readings are effected by the frequency selected, quality of any bonding in the circuit, 
ballast and other conditions.
.
Signal department personnel on a railroad that developed “bad joint” criteria have determined 
that track insulation with a 324 Short Finder meter reading of “12” (12 on the bar graph and 
0.30 ohms in the “Ohms” field on the 344), using the 24KHz frequency on a carefully calibrated 
Short Finder, is leaking sufficiently to pose significant operational problems.  Using the on-
track resistance table below (Section H) we see that “12” is equivalent to approximately 0.30 
ohms.  This value aligns well with the results of a test made to determine the fail-point 
resistance value of an insulated joint   This value was determined to be 0.25 ohms, on a DC 
track circuit, in 10 ohms per 1000 feet (good) ballast conditions.
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To insure that accurate readings are being obtained, the Short Finder readings should be 
taken utilizing clean spots on the rail made with a file or with our Quick-Read Probe Tips (PN: 
324-18), Dual-Blade Probes (PN:  324-28A) or File Probes (PN:  324-25).   Whichever method 
is used, it is important to have a good, clean connection to the rail and to take accurate 
readings.

Testing Procedure (324 & 344 Short Finders)

! A.  VERY IMPORTANT!  Use the Short Finder on the 24KHz frequency.

! B.  VERY IMPORTANT!  Carefully calibrate the Short Finder (see instruction manual)

! C.  Establish a benchmark value by reading rail to rail 150 to 200 feet from anything 
(gauge plate, switch rod, etc.) that might be shorted.  This value should normally be “2” to “3” 
on the 324 Short Finder meter (2 to 3 on the bar graph and 5 to 10 ohms in the “Ohms” field, 
on the 344).  This reading is “ballast effect”.  It is the same reading you should see across a 
good endpost, rod or plate insulation.

! D.   Take a reading across an insulated joint, gauge plate or rod insulation set.   The 
reading should match your benchmark reading.  If the reading is higher than the benchmark 
reading, read another joint in the area.  Never react to the first high reading when testing track 
insulation.

  From this point, the discription of the next steps are broken down
  into sections relating to the model Short Finder (324 or 344) you are using

The following Sections pertain to the 324 Short Finder

! E.  (324)  If your reading across the second set of insulation is:
! ! 1.  Comparable to the benchmark reading, the first joint read is “leaky” if not 
! shorted.  If the reading is “12” or higher, the insulation should be taken out of service
.
!            2.  Comparable to the first joint read, you are probably seeing a false indication
! of a bad joint caused by AC voltage coupling through the 324 Short Finder.  It is 
! extremely unlikely that two joints will read the same.  Also, note that AC coupling
! through the 324 Short Finder is an indication of a good joint.  If the joint was shorted,
! the AC would be staying in the joint, not coupling through the 324 Short Finder.

! To prove that the higher readings are the result of AC, you can remove the source of the
! AC if it is coming from audio overlay or motion circuit equipment, or the transformer of
! an AC/DC (Ring 10) type of circuit.  Readings should return to your bench mark value. 
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!  
! E.2   Continued:

! Note that there are conditions where you cannot remove AC distortion from the track.
! We encountered a situation where AC distortion was coming from a grounded electric 
! motor that was fed by power that ran under the track.   It is a good idea to keep an open
! mind when troubleshooting.

! F.   (324) If any joint reads off scale (meter pegged) and you have properly calibrated 
the Short Finder, a very high AC signal has been encountered.

! ! 1.  Remove the Short Finder from the rail IMMEDIATELY!, otherwise you may
! damage the Short Finder.
  
! ! 2.  Very likely the high AC voltage is caused by induction.

                      3.  The off-scale reading is an indication of a good joint.  If the joint was shorted,
            the AC would be staying in the short, not coupling through the Short Finder.

G.  (324) In a situation where you are dealing with the separating joints where two 
motion circuits are applied uni-directionally, and both joints read higher than your benchmark 
value, but one reads higher than another, say 10 and 7, determine which high reading is the 
result of AC distortion first.  Often, the lower of the two readings is the short and the higher of 
the two is the result of AC distortion.

H.   324 Short Finder Readings to Resistance Equivalents
!
! 324 Short Finder! Resistance! ! ! 324 Short Finder! Resistance
! Reading! ! Equiv.(Ohms)! ! Reading! ! Equiv. (Ohms)
! 15.00! ! ! 0.00! ! ! ! 8.50! ! ! 1.00
! 14.50! ! ! 0.05! ! ! ! 6.00! ! ! 2.00
! 14.25! ! ! 0.10! ! ! ! 3.00! ! ! 5.00
! 14.00! ! ! 0.13! ! ! ! 2.00! ! ! 10.00
! 13.50! ! ! 0.15! ! ! ! 1.25! ! ! 15.00
! 13.00! ! ! 0.20! ! ! ! 1.00! ! ! 20.00!
! 12.75! ! ! 0.25! ! ! ! 0.50! ! ! 50.00
! 12.20! ! ! 0.30! ! ! ! 0.10! ! ! 100.00
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The following Sections pertain to the 344 Short Finder

! E1.  (344)  If your reading across the second set of insulation is:
! ! 1.  Comparable to the benchmark reading, the first joint read is “leaky” if not 
! shorted.  If the reading of the first joint read is “12” or higher, the insulation should be
! taken out of service
.
! ! 2.  Comparable to the first joint read (highly unlikely) you have found the one-in-a
! million circumstance where two problematic joints read alike.

! ! 3.  Greater than the first set of insulation; this joint is very likely the joint in the
! circuit that is causing the problem.
! !
 The 344 Short Finder readings are not affected by AC signals of any frequency other 
than 3.0KHz and 24KHz, or voltage less than 160VAC or 250VDC. With the 344 you will 
get an immediate indication of track insulation status, both from the bar graph 
indication and the ohms reading.

Other Notes (these apply to both the 324 and 344 Short Finders)

A.  There is another advantage to using the 24KHz frequency when testing insulated
joints with the Short Finder.  Unlike the 3.0 KHz frequency which passes through tuned joint 
couplers (TJC’s) causing a high reading, there is virtually no passthrough of the 24KHz
signal by good TJC’s.  Due to the very low level passthrough, you can use the Short Finder in 
the 24KHz mode to test an insulated joint with a TJC around it without removing the TJC from 
the track.  Keep in mind that in the rare instance where a TJC is shorted, the Short Finder will 
read through it at a high level, suggesting a shorted joint.  If you get a high reading you will 
have to determine whether you have a shorted joint or a shorted coupler.

B.  Tests we conducted to see if 324 Short Finder readings would be reliable unit-to-
unit were very encouraging.   From the first 324 Short Finder made, through various 
intermediate vintage units to a unit from the last production run made at the time of the 
evaluation, there was a one 1/60th variance between five units reading a 0.50 ohm resistor, 
the same variance reading a 0.20 ohm resistor and zero variance reading 0.10 ohm and 0.0 
ohm resistors.   The readings associated with the 344 bar graph have been structured to 
match, as closely as possible, the readings obtained with the 324 Short Finder analog meter.  
The ohms reading on the 344 Short Finder, of course, is ohms, with a 3% tolerance.
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! C.  After reading hundreds if not thousands of joints over the last fourteen years and 
never seeing a joint read between approximately five (5) and ten (10), unless ballast or AC
were influencing the reading, it is our conclusion that joints do not deteriorate by gradually
losing resistance through an aging process or through the absorption of conductive material.  
We believe joints break down physically, eventually allowing metal to metal contact.  
Resistance value variations in the metal to metal contact result from varying degrees of 
pressure on the two pieces of metal completing the circuit.  This latter phenomenon can be 
demonstrated by holding the Short Finder Probes against a common piece of rail and 
gradually increasing the pressure.  As the pressure increases the readings will increase, 
indicating a decreasing resistance between the lead probe tips and the rail.

! D.  Either Short Finder can be employed to successfully identify an intermittent 
insulated joint by attaching the Short Finder around a suspect IJ, using either the 324-31 
(Head Clamps) or 344-20 (Base Clamps) Rail Clamp Connector Set.  Watching either the 
analog needle of the 324 or the bar graph of the 344, carefully strike a blow, or more as 
appropriate, on the bar or rail comprising the insulated joint, observing for a quick fluctuation of 
the needle or bar graph.  Detection of the bar graph fluctuation is aided by the built-in, 5 
second peak hold feature.   A Rail Clamp Connector Set provides secure attachment to the 
rail, without the risk of severe injury resulting from mis-directed hammer blows hitting hands 
holding the probes to the rail.  These devices also permit one-man testing of shorted joint 
intermittency.
!       
Valid, Accurate Readings

It should again be emphasized that for the above reading conversion charts to be valid, the 
Short Finder must be calibrated and resistance caused by rail contamination and poor contact 
with the rail must be eliminated.  Filing clean spots for direct contact with the standard Short 
Finder probes, using our Quick-Read Probe Tips (PN:  324-18), Dual-Blade Probes (PN:  
324-28A) or our File Probes (PN:  324-25) all work with varying degrees of success.  By far, 
the most efficient and effective means of obtaining accurate readings quickly is to use our File 
Probes, where weight, mechanical leverage and an abrasive surface combine to deliver quick, 
valid, accurate readings.

If you have questions or need assistance, please contact us at:

! S&C Distribution Company! ! ! Voice:  708-444-4908
! 7225 Duvan Drive! ! ! ! ! Fax:      708-444-4962
! Tinley Park, IL   60477! ! ! ! e-mail:  info@sandcco.com


